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Health & Safety Policy 
 

Outings and Visits 

We have agreed procedures for the safe conduct of outings.  A risk assessment is carried out before 

an outing takes place.  Parents always sign consent forms before major outings.  Our adult to child 

ratio is high, normally one adult to two children.  The children are appropriately supervised to ensure 

no child becomes lost and that there is no unauthorised access to children.    

 

Equipment 

Before purchase or loan, equipment and resources are checked to ensure that they are safe for the 

ages and stages of the children currently attending the preschool.  The layout of play equipment 

allows adults and children to move safely and freely between activities.  All equipment is regularly 

checked for cleanliness and safety and any dangerous items are repaired or discarded. 

 

All materials - including paint and glue - are non-toxic.  Sand is clean and suitable for children's play.  

Physical play is constantly supervised.  Children are taught to handle and store tools safely.  Children 

learn about health, safety and personal hygiene through the activities we provide and the routines 

we follow. 

 

Safety of Adults 

Adults are provided with guidance about the safe storage, movement, lifting and erection of large 

pieces of equipment.  When adults need to reach up to store equipment they are provided with safe 

equipment to do so. 

 

Safety of Children 

Only persons who have been checked for criminal records by an enhanced disclosure have 

unsupervised access to the children, including helping them with toileting.  Adults do not normally 

supervise children on their own.  All children are supervised by adults at all times.  Whenever 

children are on the premises at least two adults are present. 

 

Security 

Systems are in place for the safe arrival and departure of children. The children’s arrivals are 

monitored by members of staff.  Children register themselves and the class teacher also takes the 

register at the beginning of the session.  On departure a member of staff will match children to 

parents or carers.  If a child leaves the session early with their parent or carer, this is shared with all 

staff.  Children will only be allowed to leave the preschool with adults who are authorised by the 

child’s parents to collect their child.  The arrival and departure times of visitors are recorded in the 

visitor’s book.  Our systems prevent unauthorised access to our premises and children from leaving 

our premises unnoticed.  The personal possessions of staff and volunteers are securely stored in 

lockers during preschool sessions. 

 

Windows are lockable and children cannot climb through them.  To prevent children’s fingers from 

being trapped in doors we have plastic shields installed.  All surfaces are checked daily to ensure they 

are not uneven or damaged.  Children do not have unsupervised access to the kitchen.  Cleaning 

materials and other dangerous materials are stored out of children’s reach.  When children take part 

in baking activities, they are supervised at all times.  All children are kept away from hot surfaces and 

hot water and do not have unsupervised access to electrical equipment. 

 

Emergencies 

In case of an emergency, we may need to call an ambulance to take a child to hospital.  

 


